Summary. The utility and the practical precision of the Most Probable Number method for determining bacterial populations is currently restricted by a lack of adequate tables of solved examples or alternatively by an easy and quick solution to individual problems. Where an electronic computer is available, these restrictions need not apply. A computer programme and example solution for tabulated data and individual problems are presented in this paper.
Introduction
The extinction dilution technique is one of two standard methods for the determination of the viable population of bacteria in a sample of material.3 As has been pointed out,l this method developed from the Phelps Index, through McCrady's calculations, to the generalized relations of Halvorson and Ziegler.1 These latter, rather elegant equations, have been solved for only a few combinations of numbers, which in addition have been limited to decimal dilutions and small numbers of tubes in each dilution.
Halvorson and Ziegler 2 pointed out that deviation from the mode is high using only five tubes in each of three decimal dilutions, but narrows rapidly with increased numbers of tubes in each dilution. Unfortunately, practical application of the Most Probable Number (MPN) method is severely restricted by the few tabulated solutions of the general equations that are available. Actually, only the tables for five tubes3 and for ten tubes in decimal dilutions are readily accessible,l although solutions for a few other miscellaneous combinations can be obtained.3 Since this is only a restriction of equation solutions and not an inherent defect of the method, increased value of the MPN technique should result from the availability of other solutions. This paper presents an electronic computer programme capable of solving any reasonable combination of like numbers of tubes in decimal or other manner of dilutions.
Theory
Let several dilutions be used and several tubes be inoculated
Halvorson and Ziegler's X = number of bacteria per ml in the median significant dilu- In addition, the percentage probability that this growth pattern will occur for the computed value of X is obtained from :
Since the statistical equation (1) is implicit in the desired unknown, X, it is most easily solved by an iterative, successive approximation method. In this case the Newton-Raphson method was used. Here a new approximation X to the unknown X is generated with each iterative cycle from until Specifically, for this problem = X is established within a previously allowable error.
N and
Using the above equations, the computer flow diagram shown in Fig. 1 was developed.
A programme to fit a computer was then produced from this flow sheet. The actual machine programme used depends upon the computer available; we used an *IBM-650 equipped with index accumulator and floating point accessories.
Results and Discussion
The programme described above can be used to solve quickly individual problems or to prepare tables of solutions. For example, a complete table containing all possible combinations of ten tubes in decimal dilutions was solved for X and P in 1 h 20 min of computer time. A condensed version of this table is given by Halvorson and Ziegler.1 The machine solutions were identical with those given in the above article except for one or two numbers. For example, at code (10, 2,O) the machine solution is X = 0.329 and P = 12.53 per cent, the published data show X = 0-329 and P = 18.14. In this case, if the middle dilution, which is the median significant dilution, were 0.1 ml then 2, the number of bacteria per ml in the original undiluted sample, would be 0.329 multiplied by the reciprocal of the dilution or 3.29 bacteria per ml.
* The detailed programme can be furnished upon request to the authors. Results having a P greater than 0.0049 for eight tubes in each of three decimal dilutions are given in Table I TO use this table for determining bacterial populations, Halvorson'sl notations apply. I n each dilution, the code refers to the number of tubes showing growth out of eight tubes inoculated. For example, if eight tubes of suitable liquid media, are inoculated with 1 ml, eight with 0.1 ml and eight with 0.01 ml of sample and growth occurs in seven, five, and one tube out of each set upon incubation, then 0.404 bacteria were present per ml of the median dilution or 4.04 bacteria per ml of undiluted sample. The probability of this combination of tubes developing is 0.20 per cent from an infinite number of trials using a suspension containing 4.04 bacteria per ml. It should be noted that X = 2 when the median significant dilution is 1, i.e. not diluted; for other median significant dilutions, x equals X divided by the fractional value of this dilution. In the above instance (0.404) (1/0.1) = 4.04 bacteria per ml of the original sample
The equations, and therefore the machine solutions, are not restricted to decimal dilutions or to any prescribed number of tubes per dilution. For example, a table could be developed using 15 tubes per dilution, five such dilutions and a two-fold ratio between sets of tubes ; or if enough similar problems were available requiring solution to warrant the use of a computer, they could be readily and quickly solved.
